
"The things taught in colleges and schools are not
an education, but the means of education.."
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A Challenge

*******

The übiquitous challenge, which we os
human beings face,’ is that of survival
in a world threatened by total annihila-
tion* The destructive force of atomic
power was ffest unleashed upon the cities
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945* Since
that time* man has developed even more
terrifying weapons with many times the
effectiveness of the first atomic device*
Nevertheless, he has not developed a plan
to contta&l these terrible weapons#

*******

History teaches us that disarmament
plans have never been fully realized;
and under their guise, war plans have
emanated with even greater vigor# Why
has man not learned from past mistakes to
better himself?

physical make-up of our educations Realunderstanding is the necessary prereq-
uisite for making decisions* Decisions
that make ours a better world to livein#

Degeneracy is felt throughout this
nation of ours# The urge to strive for
a better world in which to. live weakensas time elapses# Science has helped tomake life too easya An elixir is in de-
mand # It can start with true education*Utilize your learning#
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®r * Gilbert H# has returned to theHerein lies a good question. One way Hazleton Campus after spending a year inof coping with the question is te trace scientific study at Cornell University
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assumes a position in society which is not Mr. warcji s return w Wr, u## A ucouaparable to his corrupt mind. It is several of oi- See ?t Tthis type of person who beoor.es the stotusthem an opportunity to
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queer. It is he who maintains a compla- mester at Jher Se_
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reasoning to comprehend some- instructor.
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tiling similar to a disarmament fiasco#
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Freshmen, this is your challenge, our
challenge, every American's challenge.
DonH accept a quiescent attitude. Make
the most of your education. Sure, good
marks lock good; but they can't make de-
cisions* They can be referred to as the


